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ABSTRACT

In the absence ofsubstantial educational interventions,the rapidly increasing population

ofeducationally disadvantaged limited-EngHsh proficient(LEP)students will ultimately emerge
»■'

- ■

■ ■■ "

'

"

as a large and growing population of disadvantaged adults. The potential consequences of

ignoring the needs of these students will affect not only the disadvantaged, but also society as
well. The consequences include (1) the emergence of a dual society, (2) reduced potential for
personal income and tax revenues, and (3) higher rates of joblessness among students who
dropout, contributing to the unemployment burden of the state. With the State of Califomia

already facing great difficulties in providing and maintaining all levels of services to it's
citizens, it would seem that every one concemed would treat this issue as a number one
priority, politicians, tax payers, educators, and pubhc administrators.
These English learners or limited-English-proficient (LEP) students have a history of
poor achievement in California's public schools. They are not represented in institutions of
higher education in proportion to their population numbers. Further, as a result of federal

immigration policy, (or lack of), there is an urgent need for expanded special bilingual
education opportunities. Local school districts, as well as the State of Califomia are looking
more and more to federal funding sources to meet these needs.
Under these circumstances, the question that this research seeks to answer is: how
does federal assistance to limited English proficient students, specifically Title VII of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), seriously affect and impact state and local
objectives, causing probable conflicts in the attainment of desired student outcomes?
This study proposes the following hypothesis: the bilingual education federal grant

funding criteria, under Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, severely
limits the altematives available to Inland Empire local school districts in implementing effective
and efficient programs to meet the diverse needs of their hmited-Enghsh proficient students.

The problem was studied utilizing four sources ofinformation and data: (1)historical
descriptions ofthe background ofthe problem,(2)legal descriptions of the laws and regulatory
pohcies that have influenced pohcy formation and the implementation oflimited English

proficiency programs at the state and local levels,(3)a review ofscholarly hterature regarding

redistiibutive public policy making and(4)a mail survey offifty-seven Inland Empire local
school district superintendents representing Riverside and San Bernardino counties was

conducted to determine the effects and impacts of grantfunding criteria upon developing and
implementing limited-Enghsh proficiency program altematives.
The findings ofthe closed-end survey questions are inconclusive and indicate the need

for further study. However,open-ended survey question responses indicate that local school

district administrators in the Inland Empire feel that: (1)Federal and state funds should support
any effective instructional model that improves delivery ofinstruction to the targeted
population;(2)Federal and state bodies should simphfy regulations to permitfunds to be
distributed at the discretion ofthe local education agency so long as the students are served and
their achievement levels improve,including attendance,attitude, and motivation;and(3)Title
Vn categorical grantfunds should be made available with few strings attached so that state and

local education agencies can make sound educational decisions on how to provide a variety of
bilingual instructional programs that will meet the needs oftargeted students without
segregating them or contributing to their failure to achieve a diploma.
National funding for bihngual education with a redistributive purpose should be
implemented without the political and administrative influences which outweigh economic

incentives that prompt state and local recipients to resist redistributive effects. However,a
process which demands specific conditions and matching requirements,may limit the
instructional altematives necessary to effectively meet the needs ofthe Inland Empire's limitedEnghsh proficient students.
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Introduction

Nature of the Problem

In last two decades,the State ofCalifornia has undergone a significant demographic
change. Immigrantsfrom all around the world have made California their permanent

residence. According to the Bilingual Education Office Summary(1993),in the spring of
1993,school districts in California reported an enrollment of5.4 million students. On the
basis of an assessment oftheir English language ability, approximately 1.8 million students
were identified as English learners or limited-English proficient(LEP)students who come from
homes in which a language other than English is spoken. Figure 1 illustrates the trend of
enrollment in California's public schools of these LEP students.

Figure 1
LIMITED-ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS
1986 - 1991 ENROLLMENTS

ENROLLMENT

YEAR

1986

567,563

1987

613,224

1988

652,439

1989

742,559

1990

861,532

1991

986,462

Source:

Educational Demographics Unit Program

Evaluation

and

Research

Division, 1991.

The rate ofgrowth ofthe LEP population is as impressive as the actual numbers. Over
the five year period between 1985 and 1990 the growth in enrollment ofLEP students wasfour

times that ofthe enrollment growth for the State as a whole. Most ofthese students enter

California schools in the early grades,hence one in four students in grades K-6 is limitedEnghsh proficient. However,substantial numbers ofstudents also enter during the middle and
high school grades, presenting complex instructional needs.(BW Associates, 1992). With the

expected arrival of more immigrants and refugees during the nextfew years,the expectation of

enrolling more than two million LEP students by the year 2000appears to be quite reasonable
(CBEDS,Data Bical Report2A,1990). This estimate is based on a pattern ofgrowth that
continues unabated. Figure 2illustrates California's LEP population by grade level.
Figure 2

STATE LEP POPULATION BY GRADE LEVEL

9th-12th
Grade

19.1%

Ungraded
1.4%

7th-8th
Grade

11.1%
K-6th Grade
68.4%

Source:

California Department of Education, Language Census, 1990.

Chambers and Parrish(1992),report almost one hundred languages are represented in

public school systems,many with 10 differentlanguages represented in one classroom,hence
creating special conditions and education needs. This extraordinary diversity according to the
report,is compounded by the presence ofchildren from several linguistically and culturally

distinct groups thatcomprise Galifomia's language minority population. Figure 3summarizes
the numbers ofstudents in the 17 largestlanguage groups in California.
Figure 3
17 LARGEST LANGUAGE GROUPS IN CALIFORNIA
Language Group

English

Fluent in

Learners

English

887,757

393,783

1,281,540

Vietnamese

48,890

28,613

77,503

Filipino/Tagalog

20,755

36,575

57,330

Cantonese

22,772

22,778

45,550

Korean

16,496

21,766

38,262

Hmong

26,219

4,516

30,735

Khmer

21,040

7,219

28,259

Mandarin

9,123

15,538

24,661

Armenian

15,156

4,551

19,707

Lao

11,926

4,701

16,627

Farsi

5,874

9,524

15,398

Japanese

5,499

5,617

11,116

Arabic

4,748

5,451

10,199

Portuguese

2,870

4,297

7,167

Punjabi

3,880

3,013

6,893

Hindi

2,972

3,163

6,135

Samoan

1,840

2,098

3,938

All others

44,002

53,288

97,290

TOTALS

1,151,819

626,491

1,778,310

Spanish

Source:

Total

"R30-Language Census Spring, 1993" California Department of Education.

For the majority ofthe LEP smdent population,Spanish is a first language. After
Spanish,the nextlargestlanguage groups in California's public schools are Vietnamese,

Hmong,Cantonese and Filipino/Tagalog. The number ofstudents speaking these languages is
growing rapidly because ofincreased immigration and high birthrates. Seven percent of

California public school students classified as LEP in kindergarten through grade twelve,are in
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. (California Department ofEducation, 1991). Current

statewide research and evaluation results indicate that LEP student performance in California
pubhc school systems falls behind the English-speaking majority in terms offunctional

competencies,educational performance and economic independence. (Chambers,Jay and
Parrish, Tom, 1992).

This policy research study seeks to describe how the categorical grant criteria ofthe

Title Vn ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act(ESEA)can act as an impedimentto
developing and implementing effective educational opportunities to LEP student to achieve
more favorable outcomes in the Inland Empire. It should be ofinterest to policy makers at all

levels ofgovernment who are concerned with the fiscal and socio-economics ofnoteducating
limited-English proficient students.
Significance of the Study
In the absence ofsubstantial educational interventions,the rapidly increasing population
ofeducationally disadvantaged students will ultimately emerge as a large and growing

population of disadvantaged adults. The potential consequences ofignoring the needs ofthese
students will affect not only the disadvantaged,but also society as well. The consequences

include(1)the emergetice ofa dual society,(2)reduced potential for personalincome and tax
revenues,and(3)higher rates ofjoblessness among students who dropout,contributing to the
imemployment burden ofthe State. With the State ofCaUfomia already facing great difficulties
in providing and maintaining all levels of services to it's citizens,it would seem that every one
concerned would treat this issue as a number one priority, politicians,tax payers,educators,
and public administrators.

These English learners or limited-English-proficient(LEP)students have a history of
poor achievementin California's public schools. They are not represented in institutions of

higher education in proportion to their population numbers. Further,as a result offederal
immigration pohcy,(or lack of),there is an urgent need for expanded special bilingual
education opportunities. Local school districts, as well as the State ofCalifornia are looking
more and more to federal funding sources to meet these needs.
This research focuses upon federal bilingual education grant criteria, because according

to Article 3,Section 52163 ofthe California Code ofRegulations,State funding criteria for
bilingual education programs "shall be offered in a manner consistent with the United States
Supreme Court decision in Lau v. Nichols(414 U.S.563),the Equal Opportunities Act of

1974(20 U.S.C. Sec. 1701 et seq.),and federal regulations promulgated pursuant to such
court decisions and federal statutes."

The Bilingual Education Office ofthe California Department ofEducation administers

federal and state programsfor students of Umited-Enghsh Proficiency programs according to
the following description:

"Title Vn(the Bilingual Education Act)ofthe Elementary and Secondary
Education Act(ESEA)was estabhshed in 1968. It provides for competitive
grants to educational agencies and nonprofit organizations to support
elementary and secondary programs that wiU enhance the education of
limited-English proficient students through educational programs,support
services,staff development,and parent education.

Most of the funding is awarded to local educational agencies(LEAs).
Project proposals are submitted directly to the Secretary ofEducation,and
applications are reviewed in accordance with specific criteria outlines in the
ESEA,Title vn,regulations."
Source:

Bilingual Education Office Summary, Bilingual Education Office,

1993.

All programs assisted under Title VU ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act
must:

Give priority to serving LEP children having the greatest need for those
programs,particularly those children whose usuallanguage is not English,

Be designed to enable students to achieve full competence in English,and

c.

Be designed to allow students to meet grade-promotion and graduation
standards.

This implies that the poUcy agenda for educating Umited-Enghsh proficient students is
not set by state and local government,but by federaljudiciary and congressional mandates,and

any review and reform of bihngual education categorical grantfunding criteria must be made
first at the federal level.

Findings ofa 1992 study conducted by BW Associates in collaboration with the
Bilingual Research Group ofthe University ofCahfornia at Santa Cruz and the Education
Finance and Planning Project at American Institute for Research,suggested that there are

fundamental flaws in how funds are allocated for programs and services for LEP students.
They recommended that current bilingual education categorical funding criteria must be
reviewed for the purposes ofredesign or replacement.

According to a summary offunding sources comphed by BW Associates(1992),Title
Vn ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act,(ESEA)funding supports 30% ofschool
administration and support services for LEP programs and only 1.9% of designated LEP

classes. Conversely,State LEP funding sources,accountfor 17% of designated LEP classes,
and only 1.0% support for school administration and support services, (p. 87). These
statistics suggest that the allocation ofTitle VII ESEA federal funds is indeed "seriously
flawed".

In bilingual education,one would suppose that a LEP program would impact the
smdents in that more ofthem would complete high school and go to college than did without

such a program. Developing effective solutions has a particular urgency because indirect
evidence indicates LEP students in grades 10-12 high dropout rates, as shown in figure 4. The
State ofCalifornia and the pubhc schools can ill afford to allow this challenge to go
inadequately answered.

Figure 4
1990-1991

DROPOUTS

Number of

Ethnic Group

Dropouts

Annual

Grades 10 - 12

Dropout Rates

American Indian or
566

6.5

3,126

3.5

Pacific Islander

307

6.1

Filipino

871

3.5

28,537

9.5

8,104

10.3

White

18,101

4.0

Total

59,612

Alaskan
Asian

Hispanic
Black

Source:
Public School Summary Statistics, 1991-1992, Educational Demographics
Unit Program Evaluation and Research, California Department of Education

In view ofthe varied premises underlying federal intervention and the economic

implications offederal policies relating to the process ofinstruction,it is notsurprising that
federal policy in this area is controversial. Federal decisions greatly affect the autonomy of
local school districts,educational and funding priorities and hiring practices. To putthe matter

simply,the reality faced by state and local administrators in educating LEP students is
complex,generally requiring innovative and particular solutions to match the complexity of
studentlanguage diversity and needs. LEP education programs can be classified as
redistributive, because the intent ofsuch bilingual education policy is to "reduce socioeconomic

inequities or"level-up"social and economic opportunity". (Wright, 1988). However,the

implementation ofredistributive bilingual education programs insists upon demonstrated local
compliance with federal intent. This process demands specific conditions and matching grant

requirements,limits the instructional alternatives necessary to effectively meetthe needs of
California's limited-English proficientstudents.

Under these circumstances,the question that this research seeks to answer is: how
does federal assistance to limited English proficientstudents,specifically Title Vn ofthe

Elementary and Secondary Education Act(ESEA),seriously affect and impact State and local
objectives,causing probable conflicts in the attainment of desired student outcomes?
Description of the Study

This paper is divided into four chapters. Chapter one presents an introduction and
overview ofthe nature ofthe problem,its significance and implication for pubhc policy,and a

presentation ofthe research design and methodology. Chapter two reviews the historical and

legal backgroimd of bilingual education policy. Chapter three presents a literature review of
bihngual education policy making,and examines the impacts and effects offederal aid in

practice. Chapter four provides a summary ofsurvey findings and recommendationsfor
reform ofthe funding criteria for Title VU ESEA bilingual education grants.
Research Design and Methodology

This study proposes the following hypothesis: the bilingual education federal grant
funding criteria, under Title Vn ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act,severely
limits the alternatives available to Inland Empire local school districts in implementing effective

and efficient programs to meet the diverse needs oftheirlimited-English proficient students.
Dependent variable - Limited-English proficiency program instructional alternatives.

Independent Variable - Title vn Bilingual governmentfunding criteria
Operational Definitions:
Impacts and

Effects:

The change of direction,and the subsequent course of a
program. The changes in goals and objectives which are
caused by Title vn Bilingual Education grantfunding
criteria and policy.

Bilingual
Education:

A formalized response to the educational needs of
"disadvantaged" national minprities who maintain a
viable ethnic identity. The social and politicalfunction of
the bilingual education program determines it's form of
delivery.

This study seeks to describe the problem utUizihg four sources ofinformation and data:

(1)historical descriptions ofthe background ofthe problem,(2)legal descriptions ofthe laws
and regulatory policies that have influenced policy formation and the implementation oflimited

English proficiency programs at the state and local levels,(3)a review ofscholarly literature
regarding redistributive public policy making,and(4)a survey oflocal school district

superintendents in Riverside and San Bernardino Coimty School districts conducted to
determine the effects and impacts of grantfunding criteria upon developing and implementing
hmited-Enghsh proficiency program altematives.
Description of the Survey Population
Units of Analysis:

Fifty-seven school district superintendents in Riverside and San Bernardino coimties

were surveyed. The study sample was drawn from the total population of school district
superintendents in Riverside and San Bemardino counties,broken down as follows;
Riverside - 24 District Superintendents
San Bemardino - 33 District Superintendents
Survey Method:

Questionnaires were mailed to those individuals in the selected sample population,and
included a self-addressed stamped retum envelop,and a cover letter designed to encourage

respondents to participate. In testing the survey instrament,it was discovered that the
respondents were mostcandid when they were assured that their responses would remain

confidential and anonymous. Personalinformation which might divulge respondent identity

has been omitted. Given the homogeneous nature ofthe selected respondents,the identity of
the respondents is therefore irrelevant. A^ond mailing to all selected respondents was sent
asai
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CHAPTERTWO

Historical Overview of Title VII Bilingual Education Programs

During the nineteenth century,immigrant groups that were determined to retain their
native language and culture established instructional programs for their children in churches or

private schools. Foreign language instruction subsequently was offered in some public
schools,but most ofthese foreign language programs were eliminated during the wave of
isolationism thatsweptthe country after World War I(Foster, 1982). As the melting pot
theory came into vogue,bilingualism and cultural diversity were viewed as handicapping both
the individual and American society. English monolingualism was considered the way to
assure assimilation ofimmigrants into the American culture(McCarthy,1986).

Federalinvolvementin bilingual education began as a response to the education
problems faced by bilingual children,to issues raised by the civil rights movement,and to the
interest ofethnic groupsin maintaining their language and culture. In general,the federal role
grew out of the social programs ofthe 1960's.
When President Lyndon Johnson signed the Bilingual Education Act as Title VU ofthe
Elementary and Secondary Education Act(ESEA)on January 2,1968,it was the first time the

federal government had addressed the unique needs ofstudents with limited English

proficiency. The new law provided federalfimds on a competitive basis to supporteducational
programs,to train teachers and aides,to develop and disseminate instructional materials,and to
establish parentinvolvement projects. The law's focus was explicitly compensatory,aimed at
children who were both poor and "educationally disadvantaged because oftheir inability to

speak English." (Title VI ofthe Civil Rights Act). Such basis for public policy making can be
defined as human rights policy or redistributive public policy. However,the question of
whether the Act's goal was to speed the transition to Enghsh or to promote bilingualism

through language maintenance programs was left hanging. Despite its title,the original

11

Bilingual Education Act did notrequire bilingual instruction. In 1970,the former Department
ofHealth,Education,and Welfare(HEW)issued a memorandum instructing school districts

with more than 5% non-English speaking students to equalize educational opportunities hy
providing special language programs.
Although numerous public school districts took advantage ofthe federalfunds to
provide bilingual education programs,the real impetus for meeting the needs ofEnglishdeficient students came in 1974 when the Supreme Court delivered its landmark decision,Lau
V. Nichols. In Lau.the Supreme Court relied on Title VI ofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964,

which bars discrimination based on race,color,or national origin in any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance(42 U.S.C.2()0d, 1976). The Court reasoned that Title

VI places an obligation on school districts to take affirmative steps to rectify students'Englishlanguage deficiencies,and ruled that students with limited English proficiency,in the absence

oftreatment, were "effectively foreclosed from any meaningfuleducation." The Court
abstained from any specific remedies,noting: "Teaching English to the students of Chinese
ancestry who do notspeak the language is one choice. Giving instruction to this group in
Chinese is another. There may be others." fLau v. Nichols. 414 U.S. 563, 1974).
The Court did declare,however,that the concept ofequal educational opportunities

requires more than the provision ofthe same teachers and instructional materials to all students;

it requires special treatment to meetthe unique needs ofnon-English-dominant students.
However,the Courtin Lau did not specify a particular approach thatis required to meet the
needs of these students;thus,the decision spawned additional debate as to how English-

deficient children should be taught. Some courts subsequently have required school districts to
provide bilingual/bicultural programs,whereas other courts have reasoned that the school
district's obligation can be satisfied by providing remedial Enghsh instruction. (McCarthy,

1986,p.74). Although it was clearly established thatEnglish-deficient students are entitled to
special assistance,the nature ofthat assistance still remains ambiguous.

12

The Lau decision put pressure on Congress to expand the funding, scope, and mandate

ofthe Bilingual Education Act. In 1974, funding for bilingual education was increased from

$58 to 135 rnillion, and an Office of Bilingual Education was established in the Office of
Education. By 1982,the federal bilingual education program cost $160 million, making it the
largest categorical program in the Education Department's budget. (Foster, 1982 p.343).
Seven months after the Lau decision.Congress enacted the Equal Educational

Opportunity Act of 1974,extending to all school districts, not only those receiving federal

funds,the affirmative action duty to provide assistance to students with English deficiencies.
(20 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.). Also,the 1974 reauthorization ofthe Bilingual Education Act

removed the criterion that children receiving federal bilingual education aid had to befrom lowincome families. (20 U.S.C. 880b-1(a)(4)(A). As a condition for school districts to receive
federal aid under this law,they had to offer instructional programs in students'native

languages to the extent necessary for the students to make effective progress.

The Lau remedies,promulgated by HEW in response to the Lau decision,included a
strong preference for bilingual education. However,the Lau remedies were simply advisory,

and courts gave them varying degrees of deference in deciding whether schooldistricts were
meeting their obligation toward English deficient students. In 1980,the Department of
Education proposed regulations pursuant to Title VIto prevent national origin discrimination in

elementary and secondary education. The proposed Lau rules would have placed constraints

on school districts'prerogatives in designing programs to meet the needs ofEnglish-deficient
students by requiring bilingual instruction for children with severe English deficiencies
(Federal Register, 1980). The proposed rules were withdrawn in 1981 because ofthe fierce

opposition voiced by local school districts and various professional associations. These critics
asserted that the Lau Rules represented unnecessary federal encroachment on the authority of

local school boards to design appropriate instructional programs and to decide how such
instruction should be delivered (Education U.S.A., 1980).
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President Reagan,unsuccessfully,attempted to fold federal aid for bilingual

education into a block grant to state and local education agencies. Congress has retained

bilingual education as a categoricalfunding program. In 1984,however,the Bilingual
Education Act was reauthorized,and Congress stipulated that up to 4% ofthe total

appropriation for bilingual education could be used to fund alternative instructional

approaches,such as English as a Second Language(ESL)or "structured immersion."
(Education Week,1985). By law,the bulk offederal Title VU grants mustsupport the

transitional approach to bilingual education. The goal is to prepare smdents to enter

mainstream English classrooms as soon as possible,and this transition is usually
completed within two years.

Advocates of programs designed to develop hnguistic skills in both languages,contend

that significant benefits accrue from bilingual/bicultural education,such as promoting an
understanding ofother cultures that will lead to improved foreign relations(Foster, 1982).
Critics ofsuch instruction express fears that"the institutionalization of bilingual education in

the public schools will further fracture social cohesion by encouraging youngsters to depend on
languages other than English to adhere to cultural patterns to bein conflict with the mainstream
U.S. Culture." (Ovando, 1983). In 1982,the most popular approach to bilingual education

involved transitional bilingual education(TBE)programs in which the students are instructed in
their native language until they gain fluency in English. Students remain in these programsfor

several years,after which they are fully integrated into the regular curriculum (Foster, 1982).
1978 amendments ofthe Title VII ofThe Elementary and Secondary Act provided

discretionary grants to school districts to develop programs for language-minority students in
contrast to the Lau remedies,which did not provide fundsfor their implementation. Its

educational philosophy followed a transitional bilingual-bicultural approach,encouraging the
use of"bilingual educational practices,techniques,and methods." (U.S.Congress, 1978).

Also,in order to avoid segregated classes.Title Vn permitted the participation ofchildren
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whose nativelanguage is English,although their percentage could notexceed 40% ofthe

program enrollment. The Act stated: "the objective ofthe program shall be to assist children of
limited English proficiency to improve their English language skills,and the participation of

other children in the program mustbe for the principal purpose ofcontributing to the
achievement ofthat objective."(U.S.Congress, 1978).

In 1985 William Bennett,the Secretary ofEducation in the Reagan administration,

announced proposals to alter federal policy toward bilingual education in a speech made to the
Association for a Better New York. Bennett called for a reassessment of programs designed to

assist non-English-dominantchildren to ensure that the programs promote the goal of bringing

these children 'into full participation in the American mainstream" rather than segregating nonEnglish-speaking students(Education Week,1985). Urging Congress to grant greater local
flexibility for school districts to design programs to assist all children in becoming fluentin
English,he further asserted that: "After $1.7 biUion ofFederalfunding,we have no evidence
that the children whom we soughtto help - that the children who deserve our help - have

benefited." Bennettfurther stated,"pastfederal policy has discouraged the use ofEnglish and

my consequently delay developmentofEnglish-language skiUs." Advocates ofbilingual
education responded thatthe Education Department has systematically ignored or distorted
numerous studies showing the success ofbilingual programs. Jose A Cardenas,a pioneer in
the field,accused Mr.Bennett of"spreading the 'the Big Lie' that bilingual education has failed

because it has not reversed high dropoutrates among Hispanic students." (Education Week,
1987).

Bennettemphasized that his pleafor greaterlocalflexibility in meeting the needs of
non-English-dominantchildren should not be interpreted as a reduction in the federal
commitmentto these students. Instead,he contended that because the federally prescribed

bilingual programs had not been successful,these students'needs could be addressed more
effectively by allowing local school districts some latitude in designing programs and
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eliminating "intrusive"federal aid for bilingualeducation thatcan be devoted to alternative
instructional methods. Contending thatthe federal bilingual education policies have gradually
become "confused as to purpose,and overbearing as to means," he claimed that the intrusive

federal approach of mandating bilingual programs did very httle to assist children in learning

English. He called for an initiative to remove the cap on Title VU Special Alternative
Instructional Programs(SAIP)and advocated greaterflexibility and local controlin their
implementation.

Secretary Bennett's proposals drew immediate criticism from groups that have
" championed bilingual/bicultural education. Raul Yzaguirre,president ofthe National Council
ofLa Raza compared Mr.Bennett's criticisms of"federalintrusiveness" to segregationists'

invocation of"states' rights," accusing him ofstirring up "xenophobic fears"toward language
minorities. The National Association for Bdingual Education,faulted the proposed increase in

local flexibility as detrimental to efforts to meet non-Enghsh speaking students'needs. James

J. Lyons,legislative counsel to the National Association for Bihngual Education said "even if
this program were fuUy funded,it wouldn't make much difference. But when you're funding

only one-third of those who apply,it's outrageous." (Education Week,1985). School
officials in several cities with large populations ofEnghsh-deficient students also voiced
reservations about the merits of Bennett's proposals and his assessment ofthe failure of

bilingual programs. Atthe same time,a growing movementled by Senator S.I. Hayakawa,a
Republican from Cahfomia,opposed bilingual instruction lessfor educational reasons than for
ideological ones,insisting that native-language instruction discouraged immigrantsfrom
joining the American mainstream(Education Week,1985,p.342).
Efforts to alter the formula to meet changing needs oflimited-English proficient

students have been effectively resisted, which led to an "add-on" strategy,leaving the original

base ofthe program essentially undisturbed. Results ofthese efforts prompts the
incrementalism thesis for redistributive pohcies,gradual and modest policy changes.
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Controversies over the merits as well as the politics of bilingual education seem
destined to continue,and there are numerous voices competing to be heard. Whether the

United States should have a national bihngual education pohcy,and ifso,what that policy
should be,remain volatile issues.
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CHAPTER THREE

Review of Federal Policy and Federalism Literature

Federal assistance,as defined by the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968,

includes"programs that provide assistance through grant or contractual airangements and

includes technical assistance programs or programs providing assistance in the loans,loan
guarantees,or insurance." "Federal aid to state and local governments is defined as the
provision ofresources by the Federal govemroent to support a state or local program of

governmental services to the public." (Office ofManagement and Budget,1980,p.239). Deil
Wright,(1988)proposesthat"the central intent offederal assistance is to alter the behavior,
output, programs,or decisions ofstate and local governments. Often federal assistance

attempts to prescribe within fairly narrow limits the choices exercised by state or local
officials."

The so-called "marble-cake" theory offederalism dominated conceptualizations ofthe

federal role during the enactmentstage of modem federalinvolvementin education. Similar to
most Great Society initiatives, mostfederal education programs were "marbled"that is,
formulated and financed at the federal level, but primarily administered and executed by state

and local governments. Policy makers generally constmed this theory offederalism to mean
that reform could be accomplished rather simply through substantive infusions offederal
dollars(Patterson and Wong,1985). When early evaluations offederal domestic policy

generally discredited the self-executing assumptions ofthe marble-cake conceptualization of
federalism,a second theoreticalframework evolved. Implementation theorists Pressman and

Wildovsky(1973)argued that three factors lead almostinextricably to programmatic

dysfunction: bureaucratic isolation,organizational complexity,and constituency influence.
Peterson and Wong(1985)found a number ofdeficiencies in the application of

implementation theory to currentfederal involvementin education. Proponents of
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implementation theory,for instance,typically failed to take into account thatfederal programs
sometimes generate a group of professionals thatintemahze and act to protectthe objectives of
the program. For example Chubb(1985)documented the ascendancy ofadvocacy groupsfor

federally sponsored compensatory education programs atthe federal level,and Orland and
Goettel(1982)traced the evolution ofhow state bureaucracies reacted to federal program goals
during the later years ofTitle I ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Peterson and Wong have proposed a theory offederalism that hypothesizes that

successfullocalimplementation offederal education poHcy is a function ofthe nature ofthe

policy and the administrative units through which the program is operated. Using tiiis
framework,mosttypes offederal categorical programs are more redistributional than

developmental. Birman and Ginsburg(1982)were critical ofthe multiplicity offederal

programs and enforcementrequirements,which "often pull(ed)state and local officials in
different directions" and sent"conflicting signals to those who must dehver servicesfrom
multiple sources."

Kaestle and Smith(1982)also emphasized the proliferation and fragmentation of

federal programs and enforcement obligations during the 1970's. They further noted that
exceptin the area ofcourt-mandated desegregation,federal programs were basically peripheral
to the main business ofschools,and "were often seen as interfering with the real business of
the schools."

In 1979 the BrookingsInstitution laimched a major study often federal aid programs
that were clustered into the two policy-type groups. One set ofthe five programs was
redistributive and included Title VII ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Redistributive education aid programs such as bilingualeducation according to the Brookings
study were foimd to havecommon processes ofimplementation:

1.

They are more closely monitored by state and national officials.
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2.

They are more likely to be readily implemented in economically and fiscally
prosperous locales than in communitiesfacing economic decline.

3.

Professionals are more likely to be responsible for administration monitored at
the local level than when administration is primarily directed by elected officials.

4.

They appear to move through three phases during the early years of
implementation:

a.

Local resistance arises to broad federal guidelines,accompanied by poor
recipientfinancial management procedures.

b.

Stringentfederal regulations and close federal supervision,including
detailed audits,are a national response to local resistance.

c.

Mutual tolerance,ofincreasing reasonableness,greater understanding,
and appreciation of different roles and expectations evolve into a
cooperative administrative mode and mood. (Peterson, 1986,p.245).

The dynamics ofthe implementation process are clearly and contrastingly present. The
policy content ofparticular aid programs is relevantto an understanding ofhow the program
will be administered,which in turn has an influence on the program impacts or results.

(Wright,1986 p.252). Atthe same time some programs,especially redistributive ones,put

intergovernmental affability under considerable strain. AsPeterson notes,"Itcan now be seen
that Great Society[redistributive] programs constructed in the 60s and 70s placed considerable

stress on the intergovernmental systems;in prior decades cooperativefederalism had thrived in
part because it confined itselfto the administration of developmental programs."(1985,p.l6)
Educational poUcy making in regard to Unguistic and cultural minorities is based upon

many crucial factors. There are thosefactors thatinclude the characteristics ofthe minority

group as well as the history ofthe language policy here in this country and there are those
factors thatinvolve the human actors in the pohcy making process. Often the objectives of
educators,the minority group,and the general public run counter to each other.
y

'

Although bilingual education is federally supported,it must be remembered that
education is not a protected right under the constitution. Whatis protected under the

Fourteenth Amendmentis equal protection. In the Lau v. Nichols decision,it is equal
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education which is being affirmed,not bihngual education,and itis equal education for

significant numbers ofstudents where there are designated exit requirements^ but non 
designated entry requirements. Thatis,ifa child enters school without knowledge ofEnghsh
and is not taughtthe language,then the child enters at a disadvantage and never obtains the exit
requirements. (Glob,358).

Education governance and control in the United States has always been a local,state,
and parental concern. While the Constitution is silent on the issue,the implicit assumption
from the beginning ofthe Republic was thatlocal and state governments were to take the lead

in education policy. While state governmentsformally have ultimate controlin education

policy making,typically they have delegated considerable responsibility to local school
authorities. Local control is in fact, one ofthe mostfiercely defended and distinguishing

features ofthe U.S.education system. In general,local school districts determine the specific
curriculum ofthe schools within theirjurisdiction,formulate and adopt budgets,establish

extracurricular activity programs and define some facets offaculty hiring,retention and

promotion practices. Ultimately itis in the neighborhood school that the problems ofbilingual
education and declining educational achievement will be handled.

Public education isfunded through local property tax. This traditional means of
financing education presents two significant problems. One is that property tax revenues have

not generally kept pace with inflation. Thus many localschool boards find that theirfunding is
no longer adequate. The second problem is that,even ifthere were no inflation,the tax bases
available to some school districts au"e markedly different than those available to others.
The usual result of this pattern offunding is thatthe education provided to poorer

children is not as good as that provided to wealthier students. Thus it is argued that the local

property tax is an inequitable means offinancing education,and thatsome alternative such as
federal or state general revenues should be used to equalize access to education. The
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inadequacy oflocal taxation remains an important reason forfederal redistributive policy
involvement in education.

Public policies directed toward individuals are significantly different than from public

policesintended to affect governments. Intergovernmental(IGR)policies targeted at
individuals tend to be redistributive,they assistlow income or disadvantaged persons. On the
other hand,federal aid programs providing support to governments tend to be distributive,they
finance benefits to a select set ofrecipient governments. Thefimds can be used by the local
school district to enhance the overall quahty oflocal school programming,thereby enhancing
public services to community residents.

The impacts and effects offederal aid are intimately related to various features of

implementation. Separating a discussion ofaid impactsfrom implementationis an artificial and
unwise distinction. First,the distinction encourages us to think about them as separate

variables. Federal aid impacts can be seen as dependent variables, with implementation
features viewed as independent variables that explain differential impacts. Second,federal aid

impact analysis has been heavily tilted toward fiscal effects. A separate focus on the topic

promotes attention to more than merely fiscal effects. Finally,separate exploration ofimpacts
encourages an assessment ofthe aggregate effects offederal aid. Many implementation studies
are limited in their contributions to systematic conclusions about overall aid effects. This

constraint on generahzation often arises because of the case-study and/or program-specific
character ofimplementation. Wright(1985,p. 254).
Impacts and Effects of Federal Aid; Fiscal

In what ways dofederal grants received by a state or a local unit alter or "distort"its

expenditure patterns?. For example,do grant monies with matching requirementslead

jurisdictions to pullfunds away from programs that might otherwise befunded so as to raise
the matching amountand obtain the grant? Many state and local officials believe thatfederal
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grants skew or unbalance state programs,butis there hard evidence to support this

controversial fiscal effect of grants? Despite a substantial amount ofresearch on the issue,
there is no simple,unqualified answer.

Funding of bilingual education projects at the school districtlevel is varied. Rarely are

local projects supported from just one source offtmds. In addition to local and state funds,
approximately eighteen federal programs provide some financialsupportto bilingual education

projects. Title Vn lends approximately 53% offederal supportto LEA's. The finalfinancial
burden for compensatory bilingual education programs falls on the localeducation agencies.
The Lau decision does not acceptfinancing inability as an excuse for not offering necessary
education to students oflimited-Enghsh-speaking abihty,especially ifthere are significant
numbers of these students.

Targeting

According to Deil Wright(1985),
....the redistributive-distributive distinction is far from rigid. One major
modification arises when federal or state aid is intentionally targeted toward
governmental units that are the most needy or disadvantaged. This "targeting"
with regard to governmental entities is redistributive,and it is mostoften
achieved by using formulas thatincorporate allocation measures such as
poverty,unemployment,per capita income,and ethnicity. How effective these
and other measures are in achieving redistribution ainong governments and also
among individual residents ofthose governments is a source ofconsiderable
controversy, (p. 204).

For example,the composition ofLEP children at schools does notremain the same
within any one year orfrom year to year. Particular children may leave or enter school at
different times,and the demographic circumstances in many schools oftoday change in

unpredictable ways over the life ofa program. BW Associates,(1993)report that"many
schools experience successive changes in their non-English language groups within a short
period oftime. A school may have developed a bilingual program for its predominately

Spanish speaking LEP population and then have to cope with ensuing waves of Afghan and
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Russian immigrants." Further,the study noted that "this flux ofstudents is aggravated by high
transience among many LEP students, along with the related but separate problem oflow
attendance, with the most mobile student populations being in communities that served as

points ofentry for immigration or have a high proportion of migrant workers."(p.2-3).
The United States Constitution requires that the population ofthe United States be

counted every ten years. "Much rides on the results" according to Robey,(1989)an author

who suggests that bilingual education policy is affected by census data in many aspects.
Billions ofdollars in categorical grant moneys are distributed to states,counties and cities,on
the basis ofcensus figures. In 1993 under Title Vn the Bilingual Education Act ofthe

Elementary and Secondary Education Act(ESEA),California received approximately $40
million in federal aid. A difference or shift in population composition could resultin

devastating economic losses to local govemments. Politicians,school boards,and public
administrators all employ census data for planning and forecasting constituent demands. Many
believe that using demographic census data as the criteria for the allocation offunding bilingual

education programs is the primary reason migration is encouraged by government's inaction in
closing our southern borders.

Supply and Demand Factors

Federal aid is a supply model ofresource distribution. The federal government enacts

an aid program and it supplies funds to some,many,or all intended recipients. This assumes a
largely passive or inactive role by the intended recipients. This presumed passivity is not
consistent with reality. As Robert Stein(1981)notes,"Demand theorists have essentially
described a process in which potential applicants respond to specific conditions ofthe grant

system; matching requirements,administrative oversight and requisite program [performance]

activities providing the basis upon which potential applicants decide whether or not to seek
and/or seek aid."
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In CaUfomia,the scarce supply and availability ofbilingual teachers can have atleast

four serious consequences for California's LEP educational programs. First,the difficulty that
local schooldistricts experience in acquiring qualified teachers may significantly affect local

start-up costfor special programsfor LEP students and this could also affect local needsfor
federal and state financial aid. Second,the availability ofqualified teachers wiU affect
decisions about the instructional approach that school systems can reasonably be expected to

adopt. This could jeopardize the goals ofthe California Education Summitconvened by the

State Superintendent ofInstruction in December,1989. These goals would be unattainable
without an adequate well-trained teaching force for LEP students. According to the California

Department ofEducation(1991),withoutthe needed teachers LEP students will be left outof
the mainstream. Third,the time needed for acquiring bilingual teachers will affect the rate at

which school districts can fully comply with any legal requirementfor special services and
funding. The time between federal rules and local compliance will affect civil rights

monitoring. In addition, there are also practical problems associated with the selection and
training teachers and designing appropriate curriculums. School districts with multiple
language groups have more problems. The State ofCalifornia requires that:
whenever the language census indicates that any school of a school
district has 10 or more pupils of limited-Enghsh proficiency with the same
primary language in the same grade level or 10 or more pupils Of limitedEnglish proficiency with the same primary language, in the same age group,
in a multigrade or ungraded instructional environment,the school district shdl
offer instruction pursuant to subdivision (a)(b), or(c) of Section 52163 for
such pupils at the school.
This means that the district mustestablish separate programs,hire and train bilingual

staffin each language,and integrate the students'curriculum with the regular school program.
Staffing these programs presents complex problemsfor LEA's.
Fourth,California's economicfuture becomes uncertain without adequately trained

teachers for LEP students. By the Year 2000"more than one-quarter of all new jobs in

California will be in the professional,paraprofessional,and technical field. Close to one
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million new jobs will have been added to this group." (California State Employment

DevelopmentDepartment, 1990). Because ofthis trend,the State cannot afford to relegate a
growing proportion of potentially productive workers,the State's LEP students,to limited
economic possibilities because ofa lack oftrained teachers.

Policy Choice Effects

Controversy about education programs for language-minority children centers primarily

on goals and appropriate strategies for achieving these goals. Ultimately,questions of

federalism and intergovernmental relations reach the irreducible point: Who shall decide?
Federal aid programs have put national political and administrative officials in positions to
exercise significantinfluence on the choices and decisions that are made in discrete instances as
well as in broad or strategic terms; whether redistributive objectives ShaU be pursued in

preference to distributive and developmental aims. Allowing local decision makers discretion

(choice)may tend to promote one ofthese aims over the other. Wright(1986,p.252).
Deil Wright(1988)proposed the following non-validated hypotheses on how the policy
choices made by the state and local decision makers are affected by federal aid:
(1)

Because an aided program can be pursued atless financial sacrifice than an
unaided one,state and local officMs are encouraged to alter their agenda of
issues and programs. Subsidizing immigrant education might notseem
feasible to local officials unless the availability of outside support prompts

them to pose a fundamental policy question: Why not?

(2)

Federal md alters the scheme of priorities that state and local decision
makers implicitly or explicitly hold when making a choice on programs or
policies. By lowering the costof providing bilingual education to LEP
Students aid can influence the preferences and priorities ofstate or local
officials with respect to that service.

(3)

Federal aid has the potential to alter the decision making hierarchy in state
and local governments. Because all grants are conditional and have a
functionalfocus,they engender a powerful programmatic emphasis among
the specialists in any field receiving grants.

(4)

Giving national administrative officials powers ofreview,oversight,and
approval over elected state and local officials raises serious policy issues.
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National administrators have assumed such a crucial role because they

influence both thefunding approvals and the detailed regulations under
which aid programs operate.

(5)

The issue of whose policy preferences or choices will prevail is at the core
offederal,or state, aid programs. The funds attempt to transport power and

influence across political botmdaries,and in this process they increase the
likelihood of direct confrontation between national and state, or local, policy

makers. Transcending purely personal or professional differences is the
fact the constituencies of national actors are often very differentfrom the

political bases ofstate and local officials. Thus,conflict and competition,
cleavage and cross-purposes are notsurprising or unexpected in the process
ofimplementing aid programs. The presence ofthese tensions also makes it
understandable that assessing the impacts ofaid is complex and
problematic. Wright(1988,pp. 265-266).
Intergovernmental Bureaucracy

When policy making and implementation stretches across organizational boundaries
federal,state,and local,it becomes even harder to reach agreement on what goals oughtto be

pursued. The reconciliation ofgoals is the keystone problem in implementing
intergovernmental policy.
Educational resource allocation decisions that affect the well-being and future and the

life chances ofchildren are ofimmense importance. Costand performance information are of

great interest to policy makers concerned with education resource allocation decisions. But

because ofpossible conflicting federal grantfunding criteria and ensuing regulation,as well as
conflicts ofpolicy goals at the state and local levels,alternative policy choices are severely
limited,thus LEP student access to equal opportunity education is compromised.

Regulation is an appealing policy instrument because itfrequently allows governments

to exercise authority intergovemmentally atlittle or notcost to themselves. This however does
notimply that no costs are incurred,but the costs ofpolicy are transferred from the regulating

governmentto the regulated organization. "Regulationsfrequently force sound education
practice to be sacrificed in the name ofcompliance." (Oakes,1986).
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Inevitably,effective regulation intrudes into the day-to-day operations ofregulated
agencies,causing frequentcomplaints about bureaucratic red-tape or heavy-handedness
(Anton, 1989). The implementation problems that have plagued federal education programs
are basically characterized as administrative concerns: excessive paperwork,cumbersome

procedures,lack ofclarity, difficulty ofcoordination,prescriptive regulations,and unworkable
divisions ofauthority. These problems impede the smooth functioning of programs by

diverting administrative attention from substantive program goals to administrative mattersthat

then begin to take precedence over efforts to improve educational services. (Daring-Hammond
and Marks, 1983). In redistributive programs,the higher the degree ofgroup organization and

activity,the more responsive to federal guidelines local administrators wiU be. (Rabe and
Peterson, 1983).

Programs that mandate actions,prohibit actions, offer financial support,orimpose

financial penalties all require detailed specification of precisely which actions are affected,as
well as the specific conditions under which various rewards or sanctions come into effect.
Bureaucrats have the responsibility for writing rules to implementregulatory policies based

upon legislative orjudicial intent. As discussed in Lau v. Nichols,intent was unclear. The
1984 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations(ACIR)Report concluded that
"The legislative histories show that Congress,by focusing on widely accepted abstract goals,

consistently failed to define its specific policy objectives or attend to the administrative
implications ofthese regulations." (p.77).
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Colonization

The way a policy problem is interpreted,clarified,and designed,implies the range of
solutions that may be applied to its resolution,providing a guide forfuture policy action,and
for defining a more appropriate federal role. Federal supportfor bihngual education rests upon

the goal ofequal opportunity education,and also rests in part on its similarity to federal

compensatory-education programs. Further,"federal grant agencies attemptto develop state
and/or local governments agencies that are carbon copies or alter egos ofthe national agency or
colonization." (Couturier and Dunn,1977).

The colonization strategy is one of promoting shared goals or values. In the language

oforganization theory,it is the equivalent of Herbert Simon's concept ofcommon decision

premises(1976). Federal patron agencies and their state counterparts might be expected to
have shared values and goals without the federal agency's taking steps to assure this,ifonly
because they share programmatic functions.
To the extentthat the federal effort to bring about a sharing of values between

governments is successful,difficulties of obtaining conformance are much reduced. The state
agency becomes highly responsive to federal preference,and responsive for whatfederal
administrators can only regard as the right reasons. Thatis,it responds notjust because it
seeks to maximize the receipt offederalfunds and thus is willing to act as ifits shared federal

goals;rather,it responds because it does in fact share them. Indoctrination ofthe state agency
is the federal administrators'only defense against the persistent and pervasive problem that
arisesfrom the tendency ofstate governments to agree to federally stipulated actions because

doing so will enlarge theflow offederal money(National Governors Association, 1978).
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Bargaining

Bargaining is the decision-making mode which occurs when participants share a
common interest in coming to a decision but have divergent values,goals and objectives. Both

the federal agencies administering grants and the state agencies designated as the receptors of
grant moneys wantthe grant transaction to take place. However,while federal agencies would
like the transaction to bind state recipients to federal policy,state agencies face a number of

impinging concerns. The aim ofstate agencies in the transaction is to maximize possible
leeway to pursue their own separate goals and objectives with federal help. The Bargaining
Model assumes an ongoing process ofconflict and bargaining among various groups and

organizations which collide within the local pohcy arena and have enormousimpactin the
shaping oflocal poUcy decisions. Within an urban school system,school board members and

top administrative officials are expected to pay close attention to the demands ofthe various

groups and attempt to tailor policies in a fashion that satisfies competing claims. The Federal
mandate for parental participation requires that parents participate in the creation ofan
"individualized education program"for every child receiving special bilingual education,and

extensive due process procedures have been established for parentsfor the purposes of
oversight,influence and compliance.

Federal programsfeature numerous legal restrictions on fund allocation and program

development,and they presumably impose some limits on the potential oflocal bargaining.
Also,fiscal capacity ofthe local district, while notsolely responsible,appears to have greater

impacton implementation than organized group influence. (Wright,1986).
Non-Administrative Actors

Since 1976,legislative oversight offederalfunds has become a front-burner issue in

many states. A number ofstates have adopted procedures to appropriate these funds;others
have moved to participate in the applications process and to "track" federal dollars coming into
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the state(Weissert, 1980). Discretion,autonomy,organization,and implied commitment have

prompted many state legislatures to become for aggressive in exercising oversight offederd
funds. However,federal interest is not well served when state legislative involvementin the

federal grant processis discouraged. Yetlegislative involvement is,in fact,inhibited by
constraints in the categorical grant system itself as well as by specific provisions in federal

grant programs assigning functions to the state executive branch that are generally shared with,

or exclusively controlled by,state legislatures for state-funded programs.
As a result,legislatures in many states have been discouraged from becoming involved
in the allocation ofoversight offederal grantfunds because of their perception,reinforced by
State and Federal executive agency officials,that they have no legitimate role(Comptroller
General, 1980).
Interest Groups

Public policies on linguistic and cultural minorities should be responsive to the
characteristics of these minorities. Differences in relation to absolute numbers,concentration in

given areas and socio-cultural differences make it difficultfor pohcy makers to make the

necessary public policy responses to these needs. There are three categories into which

minority populations may be placed. The ability of minorities to use political power effectively
is the first step toward obtaining the recognition needed. How a minority group obtains such

power is dependent upon the legal status ofthe minority group(s)concerned. Their power
comesfrom being the "established" minorities having political rights. It is not difficult to see
that a group perceived to be numerous and continuing to increase in size is likely to get and
hold the attention from the public as well as policy makes. Why is this true? Because

members ofthis established group are taken seriously because they have maintained this
separate identify. And they are expected to be a long-term part ofthe American society.

Groups thatfluctuate in numbers through immigration or assimilation lose their identity and
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political power. Looking at the situation on the educationallevel many decisions regarding
services are linked directly to demographics.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Findings

To determine whether bilingual education federal grantfunding criteria, under Title Vn

ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act,severely limitthe altema:tivesavailable to
Inland Empire localschool districtsin implementing effective and efficient programs,to meet
the diverse needs oftheir limited-English proficient students,the findings ofthe federalpolicy

and bilingual education survey(see appendix C)must be presented. The analysis includes the
frequency distributions ofthe closed-end data responsesforeach ofthe twenty-one survey
■questions.' - . ■ ;

The findings of this research project broadly support Eteil Wright's theory of federalism
which proposes that "the central intent of federal assistance is to alter the behavior, output,

programs or decisions of state andlocalgovernments" as specifically evidenced in local school
district administrators' Survey responses (table 1), where eighty-nine percent of respondents
indicated that more favorable student outcomes and behaviors are expected as a result of LEP
programs.

Table 1.

In bilingual education one would suppose that a LEP program would impact
the students so that more of them would complete high school and go to
college than did without such a program.
Response
: '5

Agree

/
■ ■14 ■

4

Strongly Agree

3

,.■ ■ . '

52 ...

10

37

Disagree

2

7

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

IJndedded

0

0

0

NoResponse

33

1

4

N=27

100%

However,the survey responses as presented in tables 2,3 and 4,indicate that there
may be,as Couturier and Dunn,(1977)described,an "indoctrination" oflocal school

administrators to the goals and values offederal bilingual education policy.
Table 2.

Table 3.

The social and political goals of the Title VII Bilingual Education programs,
to provide educational opportunities to "disadvantaged" language minorities,
are consistent with those your school district.
Response

/

%

5

Agree

15

56

4

Strongly Agree

5

19

3

Disagree

4

15

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

Undedded

3

11

0

No Response

0

0

N=27

100%

Based upon your school district's experience, the federal goal is prepare
students to enter mainstream English classrooms within two years, and provide
funding based upon that goal, is realistic.
Response

Table 4.

/

5

Agree

7

26

4

Strongly Agree

2

7

3

Disagree

9

33

2

Strongly Disagree

5

19

1

Undedded

3

11

0

No response

1

4

N=27

100%

Overall, limited-English proficiency education programs supported by Title
YII Bilingual Education grants in your school district are effectively meeting
the needs of its students.

Response

/

%

5

Agree

6

22

4

Strongly Agree

1

4

3

Disagree

6

22

2

Strongly Disagree

2

7

1

Undedded

5

19

0

No Response

34

7

26

N=27

100%

.

.

When those surveyed where asked about whether federal LEP education aid

programs alter the priorities and preferences oflocal decision makers(table 5),55%

agreed,40% disagreed and 7% were undecided. These divergentfindings well support the
controversy of"who shall decide"and that state and local pohcy decisions are affected by
federal aid as Deil Wright(1988)proposed.
Table 5.

Federal LEP education aid programs alter the priorities and preferences of
local decision makers when they are making choices about policies and
programs with regard to meeting the needs of LEP students.

5

Response

f

Agree

13

48

4

Strongly Agree

2

7

3

Disagree

9

33

2

Strongly Disagree

2

7

1

Undecided

1

4

0

Noresponse

0

0

N=27

100%

Further,the lack ofa clear consensus ofthose surveyed indicated the need to

review open-ended comments. There were only 3comments presented,all from those that

disagreed: (1) When there is conflict between federal priorities and those oflocal school
districts,federal dollars are not a source for aid,(2) There is more influence on priorities

and preferences by the State,and(3) The intent offederal programs matches our intent 
just some districts do not understand the federal intent.

The 51% ofrespondents who agreed thatlocal school districts are primarily

motivated in their administrative actions to preserve funding for LEP programs(table 6),
provide some indication that"sound education practice may be sacrificed in the name of
compliance."(Oakes, 1986). Administrative attention is diverted from substantive program

goals,to administrative matters that begin to take precedence over efforts to improve
educational services and outcomes.
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Table 6.

Local school districts are primarily motivated in their administrative actions to
preserve funding for LEP programs.
Response

/

%

5

Agree

12

44

4

Strongly Agree

2

7

19

3

Disagree

5

2

Strongly Disagree

4

15

1

Undecided

3

11

0

No response

1

4

N=27

100%

However,when asked about administrative motivations to improve the outcomes of
LEP students,such as lower drop-out rates,and increased LEP student graduation (table

7),89% ofthe respondents agreed that a:dministrative actions were primarily directed
toward these goals,only 4% disagreed,4% were undecided,and 4% did not respond.
Table 7.

Local school districts are primarily motivated in their administrative actions to
improve the outcomes of LEP students, such as lower drop-out rates, and
increased LEP student graduation.
Response

/

%

Agree

18

67

4

Strongly Agree

6

22

■ 5:

3

Disagree

0

0

2

Strongly Disagree

1

4

1

Undedded

1

4

0

No response

1

4

N=27

100%

To find out what the impactofapphcation and reporting systems was on LEA'sin
administrating LEP grantftinds(tables 8,9 and 10),overwhelmingly administrators
responded that the enormous paperwork places a burden on local school districts. The
findings suggest that intergoyemmental bureaucracy and regulation transfers the cost of

federal bilingual education policy goals to LEA's,and as presented by Oakes(1986),
"sound education practice may be sacrificed in the name ofcompliance."
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Table 8.

Multiple applications and reporting systems places an enormous paperwork
burden on local school districts in administrating LEP grant funds.

Table 9.

Response

/

%

5

Agree

14

52

4

Strongly Agree

8

30

3

Disagree

3

11

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

Undedded

2

7

0

No response

0

0

N=27

100%

Local school districts with reduced staffs have difficulty in responding to the
informational, evaluation and reporting demands of Federal grant funding
criteria.

Table 10.

Response

/

%

5

Agree

12

44

4

Strongly Agree

11

41

3

Disagree

2

7

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

Undecided

1

4

0

No response

1

4

N=27

100%

The Title VII Bilingual Education grant qualification process demands
specific conditions in the areas of staffing, instruction, instructional materials,
and accountability reporting, that limit the instructional alternatives necessary
to effectively meet the needs of your district's limited-English proficient
students.

Response

/

%

5

Agree

9

33

4

Strongly Agree

8

30

3

Disagree

2

7

2

Strongly Disagree

3

11

1

Undedded

5

19

0

No Response

0

0

N=27

100%

To address the question of whether federal grantfunding criteria hmits education

alternatives,the majority oflocal school district administrators(tables 11, 12 and 13),
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agreed that meeting grant audit and evaluation guidelines have an impact upon their
district's approach to bilingual education.

Table 11.

Local school districts may be reluctant to adopt innovative approaches to
providing bilingual education because they are worried about meeting grant
audit and evaluation guidelines.

Table 12.

Table 13.

Response

/

%

12

44

5

Agree

4

Strongly Agree

5

3

Disagree

4

15

2

Strongly Disagree

3

11

1

Undedded

3

11

0

No Response

.

19

0

0

N=27

100%

LEP student assessment procediures and instmments i.e., CTBS,is not an
effective tool to measure the LEP programs effectiveness because of LEP
students high transience and poor attendance.
Response

/

%

5

Agree

13

48

4

Strongly Agree

5

18

3

Disagree

6

22

2

Strongly Disagree

1

4

1

Undedded

1

4

1

No Response

1

4

N=27

100%

Factors which effect the education process of LEP smdents such as age,
minority social status, and native-language skills, are taken into consideration
by program performance measurements.
Response

f

5

Agree

3

11

4

Strongly Agree

2

7

3

Disagree

11

41

2

Strongly Disagree

3

11

1

Undedded

6

22

0

No Response

,2
N=27

38

7

100%

The response to the survey question to determine whether the measures used to

qualify LEA'sfor federal bilingual education grantfunding,such as language and ethnic
minority census data,and the availability ofteachers have an impact upon alternatives

available to LEA'sin developing effective LEP programs(table 14),were divided. Fiftytwo percent ofrespondents agreed thatsuch qualification measures limit alternatives, while

37% disagreed. The literature suggests that bilingual education policy and service delivery
is affected by census data. (Robey,1989). Open-ended comments suggest that this may
be especially true ofInland Empire school districts because ofthe high mobility oftheir
immigrant population.

Table 14.

The measures used by federal bilingual education grant agencies to qualify a
local educational unit for LEP funding, such as language census data,
available teachers, and instructional materials,limit the alternatives available to

local school districts in developing effective LEP programs.
Response

/

%

5

Agree

8

30

4

Strongly Agree

6

22

3

Disagree

7

26

2

Strongly Disagree

3

11

1

Undedded

0

0

0

No Response

3

11

N=27

100%

Supply and demand theorists prescribe thatintended recipients mustrespond to
specific conditions ofthe grant systems which upon that basis they may or may not seek

aid. When asked about the effects ofthe availability and acquisition ofqualified teachers,
the majority ofschool district administrators responded(tables 15-18)thatthe teacher

qualification criteria prescribed by federal regulations do have an impacton the delivery of
services to LEP students.
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Table 15.

The availability of qualified teachers affects decisions about the instructional
approach that school districts can reasonably expect to adopt for the delivery
of services to LEP students.

Table 16.

Table 17.,

Response

/

%

5

Agree

16

59

4

Strongly Agree

10

37

3

Disagree

0

0

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

Undedded

1

4

0

No Response

0

0

N=27

100%

me needed for acquiring bilingual teachers affects the rate at wl
districts can fully comply with any legal requirement for LEP
Response

/

%

5

Agree

16

59

4

Strongly Agree

6

22

3

Disagree

1

4

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

Undedded

2

7

0

No Response

2

7

N=27

100%

Teachers who do not hold bilingual-teaching certificates can provide effective
instruction to LEP students.

Response

/

%

5

Agree

15

56

4

Strongly Agree

4

15

3

Disagree

4

15

2

Strongly Disagree

2

7

1

Undedded

1

4

0

No Response

1

4

N=27

100%
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Table 18.

Title VII provides adequate resources to support educational programs to
train teachers and aides, to develop and disseminate instructional materials,
and to establish parent involvement projects.
% ;

Response
5
4

Agree

; 4

Strongly Agree

■ 5':''

Disagree
2

41

11'

19

Strongly Disagree

1

Undecided

d

No Response

19
■

2

' \1 y
11

N=27,

100%

When asked whether interest groups and non-administrative actors have an impact

on the types ofLEP programs which developed and implemented in LEA's(table 19),41%
ofthe respondents agreed that these groups have significant influence,26% disagreed,4%
disagreed, while even more noteworthy,19% were undecided.

Table 19.

The federal grant requirement of parental oversight and involvement in
bilingual education programs significantly influences the types of LEP
programs which can be developed and implemented in your school district.
Response

f

%

10

37

5

Agree

4

Strongly Agree

3

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

4

1

Undecided

19

0

No Response

; ,' l ■
6':

■

4 •
N=27

■

4

:

22,

■

15

100%

The majority ofall Ofthe local school district administrators,63%(table 20),agree

thatthefederal governmentshould supportand fund any instructional model that effectively
improves the delivery ofeducation to targeted LEP student populations. And,67% agree
(table 21)thatfederal bilingualeducation policy must be revised in order to better meetthe
needs of LEP students.
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Table 20.
as

attendance and motivation.

Response

/

5

Agree

13

48

4

Strongly Agree

4

15

3

Disagree

19

2

Strongly Disagree

■4

1

Undedded

0

No Response

2

2:

N=27

Table 21.

7

7

100%

Federal bilingual education policy must be revised in order for local school
districts to better meet the needs of LEP students.

5

Response

/

Agree

13

48

4

Strongly Agree

5

19

3

Disagree

3

11

2

Strongly Disagree

0

0

1

Undedded

4

15

0

NoResponse

42

2

7

N=27

100%

CHAPTER

SIX

Recommendations

In order to maximize federal grant efforts aimed at serving the educational needs of

children and youth oflimited-English proficiency,recommendationsfor further developmentof
Title Vn ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act are submitted asfollows:
Recommendation One: Federal and State funds should support any effective

instructional model thatimproves delivery ofinstruction to the targeted LEP student
population.

Recommendation Two: Title VII bilingual education grants should be made available
with few strings attached,so that State and local education agencies can make sound
educational decisions on how to provide a variety of bilingual instructional programs that will

meetthe needs ofLEP students without segregating them or contributing to their failure to

achieve a diploma. Federal and State bodies should simphfy regulations to permitfunds to be
distributed at the discretion ofthe local education agency so long as the students are served and
their achievementlevels irnprove,including attendance,attitude,and motivation.
Recommendation Three: In order to maximize Federal efforts aimed at serving the
educational needs ofLEP smdents,the Department of Education should coordinate and ensure

close cooperation with other programs serving language-minority and limited-Enghsh

proficient students that are administered by the Department and other agencies. Title Vn

should promote partnerships between local,state and other entities for purposes ofirriproving
program design,assessmentofstudent performance,and capacity building to meet the
educational services oflinguistically and culturally diverse smdents.
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Recommendation Four: Federalfunding for bilingual education with a redistributive

purpose should be implemented without the political and administrative influences vyhich

outweigh economic incentives that promptstate and local recipients to resistredistributive
effects. .

Recommendation Five: Federal bilingual education grantfunding should re-structure

the grant qualification process and revise specific condition requirements in the areas of
staffing,instruction,instructional materials,and accountability reporting.

;

Recommendation Six: Title VIIshould incorporate the Emergencyhnrnigrant
Education Act to provide fundsto assistin supporting educationalservices in local educational
agencies thatexperience large increasesin their studentenrollment due to immigration.
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SUMMARY

The findings ofthis research indicate the need for further study,that will isolate specific

federal bilingual grantfunding criteria and regulations,and quantify their impacts upon selected

local education agencies. However,broad conclusions can be drawn from this research
project. Local school district administrators in the Inland Empire feel that: (1)Federal and
State funds should support any effective instructional model thatimproves delivery of

instruction to the targeted LEP student population;(2)Federal and State bodies should simplify
regulations to permitfunds to he distributed atthe discretion ofthe local education agency so
long as the students are served and their achievementlevels improve,including attendance,

attitude,and motivation;(3)Title Vn categorical grantfunds should be made available with few
strings attached,so that State and local education agencies can make sound educational

decisions on how to provide a variety of bilingual instructional programs that will meetthe
needs ofLEP students without segregating them or contributing to their failure to achieve a
diploma.

During the research process,it was interesting to note that minority education is more

complex from other areas ofeducational policy. Coping with the needs oflanguage minority
students outside the majority groups often posesa serious threat to the status quo. Public

attitudes and support appear to be the only way to successfully implement any educational
policy needed. Little is accomplished unless there is agreement between the educators,the
general public, politicians, and the minority groups.

National funding for bilingual education with a redistributive purpose should be

implemeiited withoutthe political and administrative influences which outweigh economic
incentives that prompt state and local recipients to resist redistributive effects. However,a

process which demands specific conditions and matching requirements,may limit the
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instructional alternatives necessary to effectively meet the needs ofthe Inland Empire's limited-

Enghsh proficient Students.

,

The federal governmentshould be reminded that noteducating these children well
would prove costly for not only the State butfor the entire country. The future work force
could not easily absorb workers who lack a basic education and some specialized training. A
redirection ofthe federal governments financial investment now,in the development of more
for LEP students would increase the number of productive citizens who could help Califomia
and the nation compete in the global economy ofthe future.
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Appendix A
Acronyms Used in this Research Paper

BEO

Bilingual Education Office(State ofCalifornia)

EIEF

Emergency Immigrant Education Act of 1983(U.S.Department of
Education)

ESEA

Elementary and Secondary Education Act

ESL

English as a Second Language

PEP

Fully English Proficient

HEW

DepartmentofHealth,Education and Welfare

IGR

Intergovernmental

LEA

Local Education Agency(s)

LEP

Limited-English Proficient

LM

Language Minority

LM/LEP

Language-Minority/Limited-English Proficient

QBE

Office ofBilingual Education

OCR

Office for Civil Rights

OBEMLA

Office ofBilingual Education Language Affairs and Minority

SAIP

Special Alternative Instructional Programs

TBE

Transitional Bilingual Education
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Appendix B
Explanation of the Terms

Bilingual/Bicultural Program: A program which utilizes the students' native
language and culturalfactors in instructing, maintaining and further developing all the
necessary skills in the students'native language and culture while introducirig,

maintaining,and developing all the necessary skills in the second language aind culture.
The end result is a student who can function totally in both languages and cultures.

Limited-English Proficient(LEP): Any member of a national origin niinority
who does notspeak and understand the English language in an instructional isetting well
enough to benefitfrom educational progranis. LEP students have English as their
second language,

English as a Second Language(ESL): The teaching of English to persons
whose native language is other than English.

Minority: A racial,religious,political,national,or other group regarded as different
from the larger group of which it is part.
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Appendix C

Federal Policy And Bilingual Education Survey

Please answer all ofthe question contained in the questionnaire as honestly as you can. If your res^nse is
disagree,sttongly disagree or undecided,please state your reason(s)for disagreementor your comments
about the statement. However,whatever your response is, your comments and opinions are welcome.
Again thank you for your time and participation.

1.

In bilingual education one would suppose that a LEP program would impact the students so that
more ofthem would complete high school and go to college than did without such a program.
.A

Agree

SD

Strongly Disagree

_SA

Strongly Agree

U

Undecided

D

Disagree

Comments

2.

The social and political goals ofthe Title VII BilingualEducation programs,to provide educational
opportunities to "disadvantaged"language minorities,are consistent with those your school
district.

_SD

_A

Agree

-SA

Strongly Agree

_D

Disagree

U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Comments;

3.

FederalLEP education aid programs alters the priorities,and preferences of local decision^makers
when they are making choices about policies and programs with regard to meeting the needs of
LEP students.
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Note: Examples oflocal district priorities and preferences may be,improving LEP student
attitudes and motivation,or providing insn°uctional methods which may exclude transitional
bilingualeducation methods.
!
_A

_SD

Agree

SA

Strongly Agree

D

Disagree

U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Comments

4.

Local school districts are primarily motivated in their administrative actions to preserve funding for
LEP programs.
_A

Agree

_SD

Strongly Disagree

_SA

Strongly Agree

_U

Undecided

D

Disagree

Comments:

5.

Local school districts are primarily motivated in their administrative actions to improve the
outcomes ofLEP students,such as lower drop-outrates, and increased LEP student graduation.
_A

Agree

_SD

Strongly Disagree

_SA

Strongly Agree

_U

Undecided

D

Disagree

Comments:
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6.

Multiple applications and reporting systems,places an enormous paperwork burden on local
school districts in administrating LEP grant funds.
A

Agree

SD

SA

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree
Comments:

7.

Local school districts with reduced staffs,have difficulty in responding to the informational,
evaluation and reporting demands ofFederal grant funding criteria.
i

A

Agree

SA

Strongly Agree

_D

SD

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree

Conunents:

8.

Local school districts may be reluctant to adoptinnovative approaches to providing bilingual
education because they are worried about meeting grant audit and evaluation guidelines.

A

Agree

SD

Strongly Disagree

SA

Strongly Agree

^U

Undecided

_D

Disagree

Conunents:

9.

The Title Vn Bilingual Education grant qualification process,demands specific conditions in the

areas of staffing,instruction,instruction^ materials,and accountability reporting, thatlimits the
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instructional alternatives necessary to effectively meet the needs of your district's limited-English
proficient students.

A

Agree

SD

SA

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree
Conunents:

10.

The measures used by federal bilingual education grant agencies to qualify a local educational unit
for LEP funding,such as language census data,available teachers,and instructional materials,
limits the alternatives available to local school districts in developing effective LEP programs

A

Agree

SA

Strongly Agree

_D

SD
.U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree

Conunents:

11.

LEP student assessment procedures and instruments i.e., California Test of Basic Skills is not an
effective tool to measure the LEP programs effectiveness because LEP students high transience and
poor attendance.

_A
SA
_D

Agree

SD

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

^U

Undecided

Disagree

Conunents
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12.

Factors which effect tiie education process ofLEP studeiits suCh as,age,minority social status,
and native-language skills,are
Agree
SA

Strongly Agree

^SD
U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree
Comments

13.
programs,

implemented in your school district.
A ■

SA

V

Agree

_SD

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

_U

Undedded

Agree

_SD

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

_U

Undedded

D

Comments:

14.

-SA

IHsagree
Comments:

15.

The time needed for acquiring bilingual teachers affects the rate at which school districts can fully
comply with any legal requiretnentfor LEP services.
_SD

_A

Agree

_SA

Strongly Agree

D

U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree

Comments;

16.

Title VII provides adequate resources to supporteducational programs to train teachers and aides,to
develop and disseminate instructional materials,and to establish parentinvolvement projects.
_SD

_A

Agree

_SA

Strongly Agree

D

U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree

Comments:

17.

Teachers who do not hold bilingual-teaching certificates,can provide effective insttuction to LEP
students.

_A

Agree

_SD

Strongly Disagree

_SA

Strongly Agree

_U

Undecided

D

Disagree

Comments:
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18.

mainstream English classrooms within two years,and provide funding based upon that goal,is
■realistic.

_A

Agree

_SA

Strongly Agree

D

_SD
U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Disagree

Comments:

19.

-A

Agree

_SD

Strongly Disagree

_SA

Strongly Agree

_U

Undecided

_D

Disagree

Comments:

20.

, which

_SD

Agree
SA

Strongly Agree

D

Disagree

Conunents;
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U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

21.

the needs ofLEP students.

_SD

A

Agree

SA

Strongly Agree

D

Disagree

U

Strongly Disagree
Undecided

Comments:

Optional:
in your

schooldistrict; Use as little or as much space as needed.

Any other conunents?
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